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WEINIG DELIVERS

WEINIG has always had a tradition of
progress. With the Cube Plus, Weinig is going
even further. Four-sided planing has never
been so easy.
In day-to-day work, you need machinery that
is both robust and simple to operate. The Cube
Plus delivers precisely this.
Based on an innovative composite material,
the Cube Plus operates in accordance with the
plug and play principle. Set up, switch on, ready.
Thanks to the intuitive, safe operating
system, you can start producing from the very
first minute - and no complicated training is
required.
The machine set-up is fully automated, so that
you only need to enter the desired dimensions.
Therefore, the machine is equipped with a 10in
touchscreen.
Weinig’s Cube Plus offers maximum ease of use with a minimum amount of
Sophisticated Weinig technology ensures
work and represents the perfect machine for four-sided planing.
efficient performance with small dimensions
and optimal process reliability.
for four-sided planning, making it ideal for just about anyone
Thanks to the new design of the EasyLock tools, the noise
involved in the woodworking sector
emission is also reduced significantly.
For the full story on the Weinig Cube’s rapid rise in
In this way, the Cube Plus offers maximum ease of use with a
minimum amount of work and represents the perfect machine
popularity, please turn to Pages 14 & 15 of this issue.

december 2019

MARKETING
EXECUTIVE

OLIVER Kunzweiler
(45) joined Weinig in
2015 and has taken
over as head of Weinig’s
central strategic group
marketing.
In addition, he assumes
operational management
of marketing for the Solid
Wood Division.
The graduate mechanical
engineer started his
professional career as a
development engineer for
precision tools.
This was followed
by leading positions
in the areas of
product management,
international sales and
marketing.

For further information tel Weinig on 01235 557600.
Visit www.weinig.com

INTO THE CORNERS
MIRKA is launching a new extension pad to
enhance the versatility of the Mirka(r) DEOS
353 CV 81x 133.
The pad’s overhang will enable users to sand
further into corners and hard-to-reach areas,
while delivering the high-quality smooth
finish synonymous with the DEOS range.
The new pad is sufficiently versatile to handle
multiple applications, but has been specifically
developed for sanding window shutters and
sash windows, which have traditionally been
tricky to reach with a normal orbital sander,
because the slats are narrow and difficult to
access.
The Mirka(r) DEOS is claimed to be the
only electric orbital sander on the market
that has been optimised for net abrasives by
incorporating more than 45 holes in the pad.
When the tool is combined with Mirka’s net
and paper abrasives, it offers an impressive
scratch pattern and a dust-free work
environment.
Its innovative features incorporate a powerful
brushless motor, which provides a high power-

to-weight ratio when in use.
The design team has been able to reduce the
weight, size and height of the sander, providing
customers with a compact, lightweight and
easy-to-use tool.
In addition, it has an integrated vibration
sensor with Bluetooth technology that can be
connected to a mobile device with the new
myMirka app to give guidance on vibration
levels.
‘As a business, we want to provide the
right tool for the job at hand. Our research
and development team has listened to
what customers require for jobs they are
working on, which has led to the design and
development of the new extension pad,’ says
national sales manager – industrial, Pete
Sartain.
‘We believe that this pad will increase the
versatility of the DEOS 353 by making it easier
for users to reach difficult, hard-to-reach
areas, making sanding narrow gaps a thing of
the past,’ concludes Mr Sartain.

For further information tel Mirka on 01908 866100. Visit www.mirka.com
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WATER-PROOFING TIMBER
WITH MAKE WOOD GOOD

MAKE Wood Good Ltd, UK Distributers of the Marine
Epoxies of Smiths and Co of California, has just
started manufacturing those products in the UK.

Cold Weather formula Clear Penetrating Epoxy Sealer™
(CPES™) is the first of those products to be UK manufactured
and the product is now fully Reach compliant.
Clear Penetrating Epoxy Sealer is a thin epoxy that will
penetrate deeply into the surface of wood. CPES restores
strength to rotten wood and waterproofs all timber. It is used
primarily for two purposes:

cosmetic timbers in many other environments.
The consolidated rotten surface can then have its profile
restored with Fill-It™ Epoxy filler, which is another easy 1:1
mix product.
Make Wood Good sell CPES and Fill-It together as a rotten
wood repair kit at a discounted price. Further details on
restoration use can also be found on the company’s website.

Technology and Use

Priming

It is the ultimate primer for wood in order to make paint, or
varnish stick. Wooden boat owners achieve varnish finishes
that last in excess of 15 years by using CPES as a primer.
The CPES consolidates the uppermost fibres of the timber,
providing a stable and rot proof base for the varnish to adhere
to.
This stable base suffers reduced temperature variations and
significantly reduced moisture variations during the natural
daily cycle of sunlight and darkness and is thus far more
resistant to the degradation of the upper fibres of the wood,
which cause the varnish to flake and peel from the timber.
A further benefit of using CPES as a primer is that it is
significantly easier to achieve a flat finished surface than by
using thinned varnish, speeding the job of varnishing up.
The reduced maintenance costs and longer life-time of
exterior timber far outstrip the cost of using the CPES as a
primer.
Coverage on new timber is around 5 (softwood or ply) – 10
(hardwood) square metres/litre.
These days more CPES is used worldwide to keep varnish
and paint on wood than for its original purpose of restoring
rotten wood.
All modern paints and varnishes, as well as the more
traditional spar varnishes adhere extremely well to Smiths
CPES.
Furthermore, both polyurethane and hybrid sealants and
caulks form permanent bonds to CPES.

Clear Penetrating Epoxy Sealer is an epoxy product,
supplied as Part A and Part B, in two tins.
Before use, you must mix CPES in a very simple ratio of 1 to
1 for both cold and warm weather formulas.
The cold weather formula is always advised for restoration
of large areas of rot and is suitable for use in the UK year
round, as long as you avoid priming under the heat of the
midday sun in summer.
Packaged between the two cans is a very comprehensive
instruction leaflet. You are advised to read this prior to use, if
you are unfamiliar with the product.
Available in 1, 2 and 8 litre packs, prices start from £57.
There is no substitute that performs as well. It is not a cheap
product, but it is significantly cheaper than wood, repainting
and maintenance generally. Do it once and do it right.
For further information tel Make Wood Good on 01732
824700. Visit www.makewoodgood.com.

Restoration

CPES was originally designed to restore rotten timbers in
wooden boats. It penetrates very deeply and will find rot that
is not even visible to the naked eye.
This ability to find all of the rot and coat those cells with a
stable water-proof epoxy stops the rot from starting again just
behind the repair, as commonly happens with other rotten
wood repair solutions. This allows for repairs to be performed
to exterior timbers that are effectively permanent.
The marine world loves CPES, as the cost of replacing
timbers in a wooden boat gives a significant incentive to
“restore not replace”.
Its extreme marine performance will repair structural, or
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SPECIALIST IN THE PROVISION OF
BIOMASS BOILERS & POWER PLANTS
THE global energy situation is
characterised by limited natural
Viessmann wood combustion
systems – innovative wood-firing
systems up to 8,000kW gas and
oil reserves as consumption
increases. In addition, increasing
CO2 emissions heat the earth’s
atmosphere and thus lead to
climate change.
This forces a responsible use of
existing resources and requires
more efficiency and the increased
use of renewable energies.
Biomass plays a special role
here. It provides most of the
renewable energy, is steadily
available and can be stored as
needed, unlike wind and solar
energy.
Wood as a fuel remains costeffective in times of unpredictable
energy prices, burns co2 neutral
and, in conjunction with
sustainable forestry, helps to
implement environmental and
economic goals.
As a specialist for biomass
boilers and power plants in the
power range up to 8,000kW,
Viessmann Holzfeuerungsanlagen
GmbH is one of the leading fullservice providers in this industry.
Viessmann Holzfeuerungsanlagen
focuses on the conception and

implementation of biomass plants for industrial,
commercial and municipal customers.
With an export share of around 88 per cent of
sales, the company is internationally orientated, with
more than 4,000 plants in operation in Europe alone.
Viessmann Holzfeuerungsanlagen (Mawera) was
founded in 1975 as Mawera and currently employs
around 120 people at its location in Austria.
From boilers through to fuel delivery systems and
exhaust gas cleaning the products are suitable for all
wood fuels.
Essential features include the different firing systems,
which are individually planned for each project and
tailored to the needs of the customer.
Depending on the heat demand, hot water, steam or
thermal boilers are used. Viessmann supplies the tailormade systems turnkey and also provides the necessary
accessories.
Services such as conception, service and assembly
organisation emission measurements and the
renovation of old plants complete the offer.
As the leading international supplier of heating
technology systems, the Viessmann Group offers
a complete program for all energy source and
performance ranges.
Founder in 1917, the family owned company
employs 12,000 people worldwide. With 23 production
companies, sales organisations in 49 countries and 120
sales offices worldwide, Viessmann is internationally
orientated.
For further information tel Mawera
on 01543 258844. Visit www,mawera.com

VIESSMANN OFFERS A
RANGE OF SPECIALIST
BIOMASS BOILERS &
POWER PLANTS

THE global energy situation is characterised
by limited natural gas and oil reserves, as
consumption increases.
In addition, increasing CO2 emissions heat
the earth’s atmosphere and thus lead to climate
change. This forces a responsible use of existing
resources and requires more efficiency and the
increased use of renewable energies.
Biomass plays a special role here. It provides
most of the renewable
energy, is steadily
available and, unlike
wind and solar energy, it
can be stored as needed.
Wood as a fuel remains
cost-effective in times
of unpredictable energy
prices, burns CO2 neutral
and, in conjunction with
sustainable forestry,
helps to implement
environmental and
economic goals.
As a specialist for
biomass boilers and
power plants in the
power range up to
8,000kW, Viessmann
Holzfeuerungsanlagen
GmbH is one of the
leading full-service providers in this industry.
This company focuses on the conception and
implementation of biomass plants for industrial,
commercial and municipal customers.
With an export share of around 88 per cent of
sales, the company is internationally oriented,
with more than 4,000 plants in operation in

Europe alone.
Viessmann Holzfeuerungsanlagen (Mawera)
was founded in 1975 as Mawera and currently
employs around 120 people at its location in
Hard am Bodensee in Austria.
From boilers through to fuel delivery systems
to exhaust gas cleaning, the products are suitable
for all wood fuels. Among the essential features
are the different firing systems, which are
individually planned for
each project and tailored to
the needs of the individual
customer.
Depending on the heat
demand, hot water steam,
or thermal oil boilers are
used.
Viessmann supplies
the tailor-made system
turnkey and also provides
the necessary accessories.
Services such as conception,
service and assembly
organisation, emission
measurements and the
renovation of old plants
complete the offer.
As a leading international
supplier of heating
technology systems, the
Viessmann Group offers a complete program for
all energy sources and performance ranges.
Founded in 1917, the family-owned company
employs 12,000 people worldwide. With 23
production companies, sales organisations in
49 countries and 120 sales offices worldwide,
Viessmann is certainly internationally oriented.

For further information tel Mawera on 01543 258844. Visit www.mawera.co.uk
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OVVO FURNITURE
ASSEMBLY
MADE SIMPLE

OVVO, the multi award-winning,
patented invisible connection system
company, has announced its most
recent innovation, the V-1230 Series.
The new Ovvo V-1230 Series recently
won a High Product Quality Award
at Interzum 2019, a leading trade fair
for materials and components for
furniture production, which was held
in Germany in May.

Permanent nesting solution
The Ovvo V-1230 Series brings
the innovative, award-winning
design features of Ovvo to a new
range of components, which allow
manufacturers with all types of
woodworking equipment capabilities to
access the benefits of Ovvo.
The new V-1230 Series enables
furniture designers and manufacturers
to design furniture that is quick
and simple to assemble and offers
significant time savings throughout
the assembly process by placing the
end user experience at the heart of the
design process.
The Ovvo V-1230 Series consists
of a range of components which now
allow manufacturers with nesting,
drilling and end milling capabilities
to easily integrate the patented Ovvo
connection profile into their designs
and deliver significant benefits and
improvements for the end user, without
the use of tools, screws, or glue.
Releasable nesting solution
All components work in all board
types, solid woods and panels from
15mm and above and all work
interchangeably:
• Ovvo V-1230 for nesting – a new,
push-in, connector that fits in standard
25mm drill holes. No tools, no screws
and no glues are needed.
• Ovvo V-1230 for drilling – a new
invisible push-in connector featuring
two self-locking, dowel-shaped “pins”
with 32mm centres that use inbuilt
tolerance of the housing to deliver
superior joint strength.
• Ovvo V-1230 for end milling –
an invisible three-part system that
delivers superior inbuilt tolerances and
automatic alignment.
• Ovvo V-1230 for drawer slides –
easily attaches and automatically aligns
drawer slides without tools. It can
also be used for attaching other metal
brackets to various types of furniture
components.
For further information tel Ovvo on
00 353 42 937 0070.
Visit www.ovvotech.com
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sPEEDING UP PRODUCTION
WITH the help of LAMONT

GEORGE Nicholson of Braewick
Partnership set up business in 2009 on the
island of Shetland. His main business is the
manufacture of “polycrubs” a particular
form of polytunnels (http://www.nortenergy.
co.uk/), which are peculiar to the island.
They can be manufactured at the rate of one
a week with one completed approximately
every three weeks, with the weather being
an important factor. He can also turn his
hand to the manufacture of anything, such as
gates and house refurbishments, as the need
requires.
George recently purchased a Lamont matrix
table for its advantages in speeding up his
production and in ensuring a perfectly square
product.
‘I had six gates to make and not enough
sash clamps to do it. By the time I would have
bought enough, I would have spent a quarter
of what the Lamont matrix table costs to buy.
‘I felt it was best to buy the matrix table and
have it for ever more rather than continually
buying clamps, of which you would never
have enough.
‘I had a corner in the workshop where
I could set up the machine without any
problems: it is very space saving. It does not
limit anything you do and it is easy and quick
to use.
‘Most of the work I do on my own: when
you have glue and lots of gates and need to
glue them up and clamp quickly before the
glue goes off, it is much easier to do it with
the push of a button with the Lamont matrix
table,’ explains George.
George chose Lamont as his supplier as:
‘It was about the easiest one to find on the
internet. I did speak to some one else, who
had a second hand one coming, which I could
have had in three weeks, or I could buy one
from Lamont immediately.
I chose to go for Lamont. I could not find
any bad reports on the internet; he is located
in Scotland and the price was right.
‘I spoke to Alan [Lamont] on the telephone
and he is a very genuine fellow: that is
important when buying tools. I know if I
call him, I will receive an answer from him
quickly and it will be the right answer. He will
always see you right,’ says George.
As well as the gates for which the matrix
table was originally purchased, George used
the clamp to make a toy box for his six-month
old nephew as a Christmas present: the clamp
held the box while it was glued up.
George sums up the advantages of the
Lamont matrix table thus:
‘It saves space, it is easy to operate single
handed and is guaranteed to be square.
That is a very big thing, as the gates are not
complicated, but there is a lot in them and
everything is very tight, so once you have got
them all cramped up to move them would
take a bit of effort.
‘By having Alan's machine I know it is
square in two directions, down and across: it
has to be square as his machine is square. It is
a very good piece of machinery for that type
of operation,’ explains George.
When asked if he would recommend it,
George replied:
‘Yes, no problem. It has a lot of power to
do the job. With sash clamps you feel you
are getting a bargain, but you can't get any
pressure. This machine has a good amount of
power behind it.
‘The company is very swift and easy to deal
with: it was a pleasure to deal with Alan. If he
said it was going to be delivered on Thursday,
it was ready to be delivered on Thursday.
That was Alan's way of saying thank you very
much for the business.
‘It was a great help, as here in Shetland you
know it has to be in Aberdeen at a certain
time, or it is not going to get on the boat that
night and it might spend the next few days in
Aberdeen at the back of a shed: machinery

and equipment can get stuck in Aberdeen
for a week if there are other things in the
shed in front of it.
Knowing it is on its way when it says it
will be is very much appreciated.
‘We have not had any problems yet, but
I am sure that anything that does arise
can be sorted over the telephone. Alan

would send up to anything required with
no hassle. He always seemed to be very
keen that you got the right machine you
needed. He was very genuine and went
out of his way to explain the differences
between each machine he had. It is his
name that is on the machine, so he has to
be good!’ concludes George.

For further information tel Alan Lamont on 01461 40017.
Visit www.clampingmachines.co.uk
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PALAMATIC – OFFERING SOLUTIONS
TO KEEP UP WITH DEMAND
PALAMATIC is a leading supplier of vacuum tube lifting
systems to the woodworking industry. With 35 years’
experience, thousands of the company’s solutions are in use
on a daily basis.
With recent changes in the construction industry Palamatic’s
range has been developed to offer solutions to keep up with the
demand.
As a proven Health and Safety solution, a Palamatic vacuum
tube lifter offers increased operator safety and performance,

allowing efficient use of labour and reduced injuries and
claims.
Palamatic’s systems are robust and built to last and endure the
requirements of the woodworking industry.
Applications which Palamatic regularly provides equipment
for include loading and unloading vertical panel saws, beam
saws, dimension saws, flat bed CNC stations edge-banders,
laminators, paint lines and tilt tables.
The most common wood materials handled by our lifting

systems include Trespa Jumbo boards, Spandrel panels, MDF,
MFC, Chipboard, Wood, Plywood, Sterling board, Plaster
board and Polycarbonate. Weights up to 350kg can be picked
up.
Wood products handled include fire doors, panel doors,
furniture, staircases, planks, timber sections, laminate surfaces
and cabinets.
As a company, Palmatic is often asked to rotate boards
through 90 or 180 degrees for loading saws and gripping
boards, which its systems can do with ease.
The philosophy at Palmatic is to provide equipment fit for the
purpose, so all applications will be looked at by the company’s
engineers in order to design the correct solution.
The gantry that the lifting systems are suspended on are
critical to offering an ergonomic solution that works for the
operator.
Palamatic can provide H Style gantry systems to cover large
areas, but the company’s smaller swing jibs and low headroom
centre posts can fit in to areas where space is an issue and work
perfectly well.
With Palamatic’s 22,000ft2 factory based in Chesterfield
in Derbyshire, the company is well placed to visit customer
sites and for customers to send us samples to test prior to
manufacturing their vacuum tube lifter.
Palamatic has a skilled field engineering team to install
these systems and they are available to come and train your
operators.
For further information tel Palamatic on 01246 452054.
Visit www.palamatic.com

HOW PERMADOOR SAVED OVER
£400,000 WITH THE HELP OF LEITZ

SINCE it was established in 1989, Permadoor, based near
Worcester, has produced over a million doors. As the creator
of the first low maintenance composite door in the UK,
Permadoor’s extensive experience in GRP door production
is undeniable, but when current sales demand appeared to
require the introduction of a working night shift, it took
teamwork with Leitz Tooling for Permadoor to find an
alternative solution.
‘About two years ago we knew we had an issue with our
previous tooling supplier,’ explains Permadoor’s engineering
and manintenance manager, David Welsby.
‘There was simply no back-up when we needed it, no-one
was taking any responsibility and supposedly reasonably priced
tooling was working out to be very expensive.
‘A change in tooling supplier is not a decision made lightly
for any size of company, but we put through serious volumes
of product and we could not afford for our high standards and
quality to be compromised in any way,’ says Mr Welsby.
At the time, the company’s sales demand was leading to the
set-up and considerable cost of a premium shift pattern five
days/week.

Finding a proactive tooling partner in Leitz, together they
completely reviewed how Permadoor was using tooling, what
issues and problems there were what tooling was breaking and
why.
Cycle times for machining was the major constraint. After
much analysis and consideration, the solution of alternative
cutters provided savings in cycle times within a range of
between 100-150 per cent, doubling the company’s CNC
machines’ capacity overnight.
For their CNCs, Permadoor now uses a combination of Leitz
Tooling’s spirals, diamond, Marathon and Profilcut tools.
Now seeing much greater efficiencies and tooling life
expectancy, the drastically reduced cycle time enabled the daily
production requirements to be manufactured in a single shift.
In discussion with Leitz, Permadoor general manager, Mark
White identified that their entire night shift - previously
necessary to meet demand - could now be re-allocated,
avoiding the company costs of in excess of £400,000.
‘Additional operator training has proved a vital part of the
service we receive from Leitz,’ continues David Welsby.
‘It wasn’t just the tooling. With the production knowledge
from the Leitz team, we saved a further £25,000 in ancillary
equipment, such as pod replacement.
‘Working with Leitz, the actual cost of the tooling for
Permadoor has dropped by 45 per cent.
‘Leitz’s prices are actually not that much more than others,
but there is no like-for-like comparison. Leitz’s tooling gives
us a superior product, faster, more efficiently and with far less
waste. The savings, and Leitz’s support, is massive,’ says Mr
Welsby.
The level of scrap doors through cutter failure was also a
priority in associated skip hire and landfill costs.
However, after the introduction of correct programming
parameters, machine speeds and cutters with guidance from
Leitz, the scrap from manufacturing reduced, with a visible and
financial upside of circa £100,000.
‘Taking time to inform and share this knowledge with the
operators is so important. Everyone takes pride in their work,
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but it makes an even greater difference when your team
understands the huge positive impact of doing things correctly.
‘Leitz provides the whole package, including regular
review meetings. Our general manager is more than happy;
he is amazed by the quality, efficiency and financial gains
Permadoor has enjoyed since working with Leitz for very little
investment,’ says Mr Welsby.
‘We are very proud of the Leitz team. This is a typical
example of how we apply ourselves in the marketplace to assist
companies across the spectrum,’ says managing director of
Leitz UK, Simon Liddell.
‘This goes towards achieving a major objective of ours
which, amongst others, is to improve customer efficiency and
subsequent profitability to help them grow in very competitive
market conditions. We thank Mark White, David Welsby and
the Permadoor team for allowing Leitz to work with them to
mutual benefit,’ concludes Mr Liddell.
For further information tel Leitz on 01279 454530.
Visit www.leitz-tooling.co.uk
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BENEFITS FROM INVESTMENt
IN WOOD WASTE HEATER
A BUSINESS that designs and builds timber frame
buildings has purchased a new wood waste heater
from Wood Waste Technology to save money on waste
disposal bills and heating costs.
White Haus is one of the UK’s leading providers
of timber frame homes and modular buildings.
Established in 2004, the company operates from its
650m2 workshop based on the Cambridgeshire and
Bedfordshire borders.

Managing director of White Haus, Adam White
started to look at ways to reduce the amount of money
spent on waste disposal whilst also finding a solution to
the problem of the freezing cold workshop in the winter
months.
Someone suggested he looked into the benefits of
investing in a wood waste heater and referred him to
Wood Waste Technology.
Following more information and a site survey, Adam

ordered a WT15, which was installed earlier this year by
Wood Waste Technology’s experienced engineers.
‘Our workshop was freezing cold in winter and we
were spending around £1,800/month on skip hire to
dispose of waste wood, so a wood waste heater seemed
an obvious investment to efficiently dispose of our
waste wood, whilst generating free heating for our 30
employees,’ explains Adam.
The company also purchased an
add-on heat-dump-system to provide
the flexibility to send the heat to the
atmosphere rather than into the factory
in the warmer months.
‘This was definitely the right route
for our business. It’s a good investment
that will save us money, whilst
providing a more comfortable working
environment for our staff,’ says Adam
White.
‘A wood waste heater is most
definitely a cost effective and productive
solution for companies that generate
a large amount of waste wood and the
investment can pay back within less
than 12 months,’ emphasises managing
director of Wood Waste Technology,
Kurt Cockroft.
Wood Waste Technology’s years
of expertise in wood waste solutions
have helped a wide variety of different
companies to reduce their waste
disposal and heating costs.
As well as offering site survey,
design, manufacture, installation
and on-going maintenance for new
units, the company also services all
types of wood waste heaters and
supplies genuine spares up to 60 per
cent cheaper than other suppliers. In
addition, Wood Waste Technology is
the UK official distributor for Gross
Apparatebau GmbH, a German
manufacturer of dependable,
precision engineered shredders and
briquetters, available in various size
and specifications to suit all business
applications.
For further information tel Wood Waste
Technology on 01785 250400.
Visit www.woodwastetechnology.com
and www.grossuk.co.uk

NEXT MONTH:

WE TAKE A DETAILED
LOOK AT WEINIG’S
OPTICUT CROSSCUT
SAW RANGE
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CABINET VISION MAKES
EVERYONE AN EXPERT

“CABINET Vision turns people who are unskilled in the craft of
woodworking, into valuable, core members of staff, doing what
used to be a highly skilled job.”
Those are the words of owner and managing director of quality
kitchen specialist, Crabtree and Hargreeves. Brandon Collins
The Essex-based company is a recent convert to CNC
machinery and CAM software. Until investing in a Felder Format
4 Profit H08 machine tool with 10ft x 5ft bed size, designs were
undertaken in SketchUp, and what Brandon describes as “crude
cutting lists” were then created with plug-ins, to use with the
company’s panel saw.
‘The issue we had was that even if we were just 1mm out with
a couple of parts on the panel saw, it added up to a product that
wasn’t accurate,’ says Brandon.
‘This prompted us to go down the CNC route. Felder
understood that this was our first CNC machine and that we had
no experience of them. They helped us every step of the way and
recommended Cabinet Vision as the best software for driving
the machine to do what we needed. It eradicates all errors, as the
design is faithfully reproduced in the NC code,’ explains Brandon.
Whilst Brandon Collins’ background is in cabinetry and
woodworking, his team are not all from a cabinetry background.
However, he points out that Cabinet Vision means that they don’t
have to be.
‘They have state-of-the-art computer skills and using the
software makes them extremely valuable employees with a
different skill set from traditional craftsmen,’ he continues.
Brandon is the company’s main designer using Cabinet Vision,
which also creates NC code sent to the Felder machine through
the software’s Screen2Machine
module. His son, Bradley, handles
the manufacturing operation on the
machine.
‘When we begin a new job in
Cabinet Vision we put all the
customer’s details on the Job Page
and set the specification. This
includes everything, such as the
carcass material, frame type, hinge
type and construction method – we
normally use the blind dado method
for everything we do, wherever
possible.
‘Then we drag the objects into the
room, to wherever we want them.

Double clicking brings them up into section mode and we break
everything down. Everything’s completely customisable – doors,
drawers, bore holes…the list is endless,’ says Brandon.
He adds that they also use it for plug cut-outs.
‘Instead of the fitters cutting out where plug sockets go inside
cabinets, we set it up onscreen and the machine simply cuts them,’
explains Brandon.
As well as accuracy, Cabinet Vision also provides considerable
time savings, increasing the company’s capacity and enabling
additional business.
‘When we were using the panel saw, it used to take a day to
produce cabinet cut lists for one kitchen. After that, it was about a
week to get everything cut and fully machined, drilled and hinge
holes and screw holes for runners cut and ready for assembly.
Now the entire process takes about a day and a half.
‘Once the design is finished, we simply send the NC code to
the machine, using Screen2Machine. Once it’s gone from the
computer to the screen, there’s no scope for any errors,’ says
Brandon, adding that whilst a single person can run the Felder
machine, production throughout the day would be the equivalent
of three or four people.
‘Cabinet Vision represents the future of Crabtree and
Hargreeves. It’s core to everything we make. Even if we’re just
carrying out a simple frame and carcass drawing, it goes through
the software,’ says Brandon.
‘It also helps to keep the production workflow running
smoothly. As one kitchen’s coming off the machine, the next one’s
leaving the screen and the process starts again,’ he adds.

In conclusion, he says that the company’s biggest challenge, prior
to taking the CNC and CAM route, was using several pieces of
software in their processes to achieve what was required.
‘Now everything’s done through Cabinet Vision, from the initial
design, through production drawings, giving customers photo
renders, elevation drawings where required, to the parts coming
off the machine.
In addition, the amount of information we can extract from
the system is huge, compared to what we were getting before,’ he
concludes.
For further information tel Cabinet Vision on 01189
756084. Visit www.cabinet.vision.com.

HOFFMANN INSTALLS MU-3
MACHINE AT DIDAC

DIDAC Ltd has operated as a specialist training provider
to the furniture and woodworking industry for 21 years,
providing bespoke training programmes which meet
business needs.
Whilst delivering national programmes, the specialist

Woodwise Academy in Bristol provides industrial standard
training on equipment to school pupils. Pupils of 16-19
years who choose not to stay at school, follow a 12-month
programme to enable them to become skilled and work
ready for the wood sector and furniture and wood machining
apprentices.
In order to ensure that pupils
are taught on equipment found in
industry, the Didac team spoke to
John Galvin of Hoffmann at the
W Exhibition in October with the
view of understanding the use of the
Hoffmann MU3 dovetail key machine.
After a thorough demonstration
by John, it was decided to obtain the
Hoffmann MU3.
The installation and training was
carried out in the academy by John to
three members of staff. They included
Bristol Woodwise Academy workshop
manager, Shane Stenning.
‘It is important that, as a specialist
Sprovider, we keep up to date with
all the latest developments and that
we teach trainees and apprentices
on equipment that is being used in
industry. This will allow us to bring
new concepts and ideas into the
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apprentice projects,’ says Mr Stenning.
‘The machine is simple to use and results in great,
alternative forms of joints. The training provided by John was
excellent, going through all the key points and giving us an
insight to the potential of this great piece of machinery,’ adds
Shane Stenning.
For further information on Hoffmann tel the company on
01524 841500. Visit www.hoffmann-uk.com or
www.hoffmann-schwalbe.de
For further information on Didac tel 0800 773 4230. V
isit www.didac.co.uk
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ALPHACAM SAVES HUNDREDS OF PROGRAMMING
HOURS FOR ENGINEERED WOOD SPECIALISTS
A COMPANY specialising in complex components for
products, such as skate parks and aircraft flight simulators,
has saved hundreds of hours of programming time with a
bespoke macro written for its Alphacam software.
Cambian Engineering Solutions focuses on using wood in
the engineering world, where it’s less prevalent than metal.
Working mainly within the architectural and engineering
sectors, the company provides a complete solution with
engineered wood.
‘We take the technology from the engineering sector and
use that within both the architectural and engineering worlds,
but predominantly with wood instead of traditional metal, or
composites,’ says managing director, Piers Chapman.
A recent example of bringing wood into an engineering
application involved the cockpit for a training flight simulator.
This was a high-fidelity system to be mounted on a fullmotion frame and internally was indistinguishable from a real
aircraft cockpit.
‘For this project we replaced a composite, which had two
distinct benefits: the product is more sustainable and it’s
considerably more accurate,’ says Mr Chapman.
‘A sizeable part of the company’s business within the
architectural sector is providing products for extreme and
action sports facilities, such as climbing walls and skate parks.
‘We frequently create extremely complicated free-form
wooden structures on a large scale and these are all designed
and manufactured in-house,’ says Mr Chapman.
He says their skate park assemblies comprise tens of
thousands of individual, unique components, all modelled,
machined, pre-assembled and shipped out in hundreds of
separate modular elements.
‘It’s critical that all our products are precision machined,
whether it’s something like the cockpit where we need to
achieve tight tolerances on a small scale, or in the architectural
world where we’re assembling off-site and the cumulative
stack-up of any error, multiplied by extensive modular
elements, becomes considerable,’ says Mr Chapman.
He also points out there are quite large tolerances within
the engineered wood panels themselves, which is dealt with
through their extensive design for manufacture experience.
Alphacam is a vital bridge between their NX CAD software
and the woodWOP CAM software, which runs a Weeke
Vantage 200 4.5-axis router and nester from the Homag Group.
‘Many woodworking companies work with just 2D data,
but we do a lot of work via the 3D world, so Alphacam is the
perfect tool for us,’ says Mr Chapman.
The company, operating with seven full-time employees from
a 7,000ft2 workshop in West Sussex, uses Alphacam to program
two fundamentally separate types of part – firstly, planar
components, which are nested and secondly, those which need
to be 3D machined.
‘The planar components are typically 2.5D imported as solid
models and then we use Alpahcam to extract the features.
‘Where possible we move on to programming in a semiautomatic way using Machining Styles. For the more complex
solid models we use 3D machining strategies working with the
solid model or surface geometry directly.
‘Alphacam is the conduit between our 3D design environment

and the physical embodiment of the parts we’re manufacturing.
Nothing could get made without it,’ says Mr Chapman.
However, the unusual 4.5-axis head on their machine
tool meant that programming was not straightforward and
Alphacam’s area sales manager, Andrew Harfield created a
complex macro, which has saved Cambian hundreds of hours
of programming time.
‘The macro interrogates the solid model geometry and passes
the attributes associated with that on to the woodWOP post
processor via TPD values.
‘It improves our
programming efficiency by
automating the process and
we now use it extensively. It’s
become essential to the way
we work nowadays,’ says Mr
Chapman.
He says that the graphical
programming solution
supplied with their CNC
machine was not capable of
dealing with the complexity
of the parts they manufacture.
‘We already knew that
Alphacam was the industry
standard software, so it was
the obvious choice of software
to translate our solid model
information into machine
code.
Despite this we’re constantly
providing feed-back to
Alphacam through their
support team, much of which
is incorporated into their
twice-yearly updates. We
continue to work closely
with Andrew Harfield,
whose in-depth knowledge
of our requirements and
what Alphacam is capable of,
means that more time saving
macros are planned,’ says Mr
Chapman.
He forecasts exciting times
ahead for Cambian, which
was formed as a result of his
background in mechanical
engineering and enjoyment
of different action sports,
including climbing and
riding BMX bikes.
‘That’s what led us to start
working on skate parks
and bouldering walls. It
was always my ambition
to combine my love of
engineering and extreme
sports and we’re now doing
an interesting hybrid of work
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within both the architectural and engineering worlds.
‘In order to deliver on these projects, we are constantly
advancing our manufacturing facilities, which means new
machine tools are very much part of our plans.
‘I don’t know of any other company pushing the boundaries
in the way we are at the moment,’ says Mr Chapman.
For further information tel Alphacam on
01189 756084. Visit www.HexagonMI.com
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WEINIG DIMTER: EXCITING
HIGHLIGHTS INSPIRE VISITORS

WITH the fourth edition of the Weinig Dimter Packaging
Days, another highlight of the Weinig Group took place in
Illertissen at the end of October.
For the first time, the new Weinig Dimter Expo Centre was
used, which impressed numerous national and international

With “News from the Cutting Sector”, Dr Kordt highlighted
the technological developments and added value for packagers
through the innovative machine technology from Weinig
Dimter.
The newly introduced OptiCut S 50+ with a modular system
that grows with the customer and enables flexible use for
any size of operation was a particular focus.
Another highlight was the OptiCut S 90 wFlex+ with
robot stacking from WoodCare, which demonstrated
the advantages of a high-performance push-feed saw for
fully automated pallet production.
In addition, Jochen Ganz explained the current
developments around the Weinig App Suite as a smart
solution for production monitoring.
During the event the visitors could observe the status of
the exhibits connected in real time via the Weinig App.
The lecture held by Andreas Hopferwieser looked at
the challenges in the implementation of digitization and
ERP projects.
The presentation by WoodCare on the subject of robot
For the first time, the impressive new Weinig Dimter Expo Centre was
use rounded off the interesting lecture program.
used to stage the fourth edition of the Weinig Dimter Packaging Days,
Wolfgang Perusch and Siegfried Salchenegger
which took place at the end of October.
presented the advantages of the technology together with
visitors. The focus was on digitization and automation with
Weinig Dimter customer, Perusch Paletten, a practical user of
their effects and opportunities for packagers.
the robot technology from WoodCare.
After an official welcome by Weinig’s Dr Mario Kordt
The impressive combination
and Markus Kirschner informed visitors about the current
of WoodCare robotics and
developments in the wooden packaging industry.
Weinig Dimter machine
technology
as added
value for the
woodworking
industry could
be experienced
live in action in
Illertissen.
In the
following
Jochen Ganz explained the
live machine
demonstrations, current developments around
the added values the Weinig App Suite as a
smart solution for production
explained in the monitoring.

During the event visitors could observe the status of the
exhibits connected in real time via the Weinig App.
technical presentations were presented in a practical manner.
A total of 22 impressive machines from the Weinig Group
were presented and 23 guest exhibitors rounded off the
extensive information base for the packaging industry.
Above all, the possibility of an intensive exchange of opinions
amongst customers, as well as technical discussions between
suppliers and customers,
was received positively
throughout.
In retrospect, the Packaging
Days 2019 were once again
a complete success for the
Weinig Group but, above all,
for the more than 350 visitors
who were able to obtain
comprehensive information
on the subject of wooden
packaging.
The lasting discussions
as well as the convincing
machine technology confirm Dr Mario Kordt highlighted
the technological developments
that the Weinig Group with
its solutions is the ideal point and added value for packagers
through the innovative
of contact for packaging
machine technology from
operations of all sizes.
Weinig Dimter.
For further information tel Weinig on 01235 557600.
Visit www.weinig.com

INVESTMENT IN WOOD WASTE
HEATER SAVES MONEY ON
HEATING AND WASTE DISPOSAL

A UK fabrication company has purchased a wood waste heater
from Wood Waste Technology to save money on heating and waste
disposal bills.
Pinnacle Worksurfaces was established in 2003 and manufactures
and fabricates a wide selection of acrylic solid surfacing products,
such as Corian®, Tristone®, Hanex® etc
Managing director, Paul Probert became aware of wood waste
heaters when visiting an exhibition and realised that it could be just
the solution his business needed.
Pinnacle Worksurfaces’ 3500ft2 premises in Bromsgrove,
Worcestershire has no workshop heating. As well as being
uncomfortable to work in cold conditions, the freezing temperatures
could also cause issues with production, as the adhesives would take
longer to set, or wouldn’t set properly if the workshop wasn’t warm
enough.
In order to keep the workshop warm on very cold days, the
business would use a diesel heater, which would cost around £150/
week to run.
In addition, the business generates a substantial amount of wood
offcuts, including soft woods and MDF, so a considerable amount of
money had to be spent hiring skips to dispose of the waste wood.
‘Once we realised that the wood offcuts could provide free heating
for the workshop, saving us money on waste disposal and heating
bills, it just seemed logical to invest in one,’ explains Paul Probert
‘We contacted Wood Waste Technology for more information and
a quotation and worked out that with all the savings we’d be making,
we’d soon receive a return on our investment,’ continues Mr Probert.
Pinnacle Worksurfaces ordered a WT5 heater, which Wood Waste
Technology’s experienced engineers installed late last year.
‘We’re delighted with the heater – it repesents excellent value for
money. It’s lovely having such a warm workshop and we’ve more

than halved the amount of skips we need to hire, as much of the
waste can now be burned in the heater,’ continues Mr Probert.
‘The heater is really easy-to-use and the team at Wood Waste
Technology has been exceptionally helpful. We’d advise any business
that generates a substantial amount of waste wood to investigate the
benefits – we’re glad we did!’ concludes Mr Probert.
‘We’re delighted that we’ve been able to help Pinnacle Worksurfaces
save money on heating and waste disposal,’ says managing director
at Wood Waste Technology, Kurt Cockcroft.
Wood Waste Technology’s years of expertise in wood waste
solutions has helped many companies reduce their waste disposal
and heating costs.
As well as offering site survey, design, manufacture, installation
and on-going maintenance for new units, the company also services
all types of wood waste heaters and supplies genuine spares up to 60
per cent cheaper than other suppliers.
In addition, Wood Waste Technology is the UK’s official distributor
for Gross Apparatebau GmbH, a German manufacturer of
dependable, precision engineered shredders and briquetters.
The company is also a distributor for Putzmaus boiler tube
cleaning systems - a powerful but gentle routine maintenance
solution that is quick and easy to use and helps to increase boiler
efficiency and lower operating costs.
For further information tel Wood Waste Technology on
01785 250400. Visit www.woodwastetechnology.com, www.
grossuk.co.uk or www.putzmaus.co.uk.
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WEINIG’S ACCLAIMED CUBE
INVESTMENT FOR THEIR

WEINIG has always had a tradition of progress. With the
Cube Plus, Weinig goes even further. Four-sided planing
has never been so easy.
A large number of British companies have already invested
in Weinig’s latest planer/moulder which, for day-to-day
work, provides a machine that is both robust and simple to
operate. The Cube Plus delivers precisely this.
Based on an innovative composite material, the Cube Plus
operates in accordance with the plug and play principle. Set
up, switch on and its ready to go.
Thanks to the intuitive, safe operating system, you can start
producing from the very first minute - and no complicated
training is required.
The machine set-up is fully automated, so that you only
need to enter the desired dimensions. Therefore, the
machine is equipped with a 10in touchscreen.
Sophisticated Weinig technology ensures the most efficient
performance possible with small dimensions and optimal

process reliability.
Thanks to the new design of the EasyLock
tools, the noise emission is also significantly
reduced.
In this way, the Cube Plus offers maximum
ease of use with a minimum amount of work
and represents the perfect machine for foursided planing.
The Cube Plus is the easiest planer to operate
in the world. The machine is controlled via
a 10in touchscreen with big buttons at the
machine infeed, which is easily readable and
intuitive to operate.
All you need to do is to simply enter the
desired finished dimensions of the workpiece
and the chip removal, the straightening of the
bottom side and the right side. The spindles,
infeed table and guiding fences are positioned
automatically.
The Weinig EasyLock
system simplifies knife
changes. Only the knife itself is changed,
while the cutterhead always remains on
the shaft, meaning that no adjustments
are necessary. This minimises downtime
and prevents set-up errors. You will
never have been able to change knives so

With the Weinig Cube Plus four-sided
planing has never been easier.

easily!
The Cube Plus allows you to plane an enormous range
of dimensions – from small strips to large planed with an
allowance of 1.5mm before being planed with the finished
dimensions.
The spiral cutterheads are equipped with carbide tips,
which can be used four times and offer a very high wear

Weing’s Cube Plus is controlled via a 10in touchscreen, which is easily readable
and inituitive. Quick dimension changes while the machine is running are easy to
make on the Weinig Cube Plus.

Weinig’s Cube Plus allows you to plane a workpieces in an enormous range of
different dimensions.

The automatic stacker on the Weinig Cube Plus enables one-man operation.

FRENCH FIRM REAPING THE BENEFITSOF WEINIG’S CUBE
Across the English Chanel in France timber
merchant, Tanguy Matériaux in based in Brest
in Brittany provides service with a capital “S”.
Every day, tradesmen arrive with orders large and
small. It may be for a cubic metre of mouldings, or
just a small handful of different profiles.
Previously, the planer used by the French
company had to be laboriously tooled and set up
in every instance. All that is a thing of the past.
Now, Tanguy Matériaux has the Weinig Cube.
managing Director Roland Tanguy is a happy man.
‘It’s a brilliant little four-sider with a unique
concept,’ enthuses Roland.
The Weing Cube makes planing simpler than
ever before. In addition, the compact machine is
10 times faster than a jointer and planer.
All that is required is to enter the planing width

and depth on the touchscreen.
“Moulder Preview” allows the operator to make
any adjustments and correct chip removal where
necessary. This ensures optimal wood recovery
even before the workpiece is processed.
Four-sided processing in a single pass then
provides perfect planing results, which were
previously often only achieved after postprocessing and defect correction.
One point is particularly important for Roland
Tanguy:
‘The Cube is so simple to use that I can ask
almost any available member of staff to operate it,’
says Roland.
‘So when customer requests are coming in thick
and fast, qualified personnel are always free and
can take care of the larger orders,’ he adds.

For further information tel Weinig on 01235 557600. Visit www.weing.com

Managing director of French timber merchant Tanguy Matériaux, Roland Tanguy rates the
Weinig Cube as “a brilliant little four-sider with a unique concept”.
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PLUS HELPING COMPANIES’
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
resistance. They are perfectly suited for pre-planing, or the
processing of hardwoods.
The mobile spindle makes your work easier, especially if you
are working with different widths of raw material.
This multi-tasking unit automatically measures the
dimensions and adjusts itself to the relevant workpiece width.
The automatic stacker adds another dimension to the Cube
Plus: outfeed automation. The automatic stacker enables oneman operation, as the finished workpieces are stacked on top
of each other at the machine outfeed.
In short, the Weinig Cube Plus is simple to operate. It offers
a reduction in noise emissions. Quick dimension changes
are possible whilst the machine is in operation. Workpiece
assessment is also possible before machining. It produces
perfectly right-angled workpieces and the machine only
require a small amount of floor space.
No matter where you are based in the world, be it her in the
UK, in France or further afield, Weinig’s Cube Plus is rapidly
becoming the planer/moulder of choice.

The mobile spindle on the Weinig
Cube Plus makes for easier
working with different width or
raw material.

For further information tel Weinig on 01235 557600.
Visit www.weing.com

The spiral cutter heads on the Weinig Cube Plus are equipped with carbide tips, which offer a
very high level of wear resistance.

The Weinig EasyLock
system simplifies knife
changes on the Weinig
Cube Plus.

BRITISH FAMILY BUSINESS OPTS FOR WEINIG’S CUBE
An early British-based customer for the Weinig Cube Plus
was Tweedside Timber (part of MH Southern & Co. Ltd) - a
family-run company based in the North of England.
When it came to modernising the production facilities, greater
competitiveness and increased flexibility were at the top of
the agenda. As a result, Tweedside Timber opted for Weinig
technology.
In addition to two Powermat 1500s, including a tool grinding
system, the company acquired a Cube, specifically selecting the

compact four-sider following intensive market comparison.
‘We wanted to be more flexible in order to better adapt to market
developments and to respond more quickly,’ explains James
Southern speaking on behalf of the company.
The Weinig Cube now plays a vital role in this strategic
orientation.
‘Our customers now come to us spontaneously whenever they
need rectangular goods,’ says Tweedside Timber manager, Richard
Dobson.

For further information tel Weinig on 01235 557600.
Visit www.weing.com

Tweedside Timber was one of the first companies in the UK to purchase the Weinig Cube Plus,
having already had Powermat 1500s in the company’s workshop premises for some time.

It’s magic! This advertising slogan originally used for the four-sided Cube is still on the lips of a
growing number of British woodworking professionals. Tweedside Timber was one of the first
British companies ever to invest in Weinig’s “magic Cube”.
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Regardless of the required dimensions, the company can
produce the desired product there and then.
‘The Cube is a revolutionary machine. It is simple and safe to
operate. We do not have to set aside one of our machine operators
to get the job done,’ says Richard Dobson.
Managing director of Michael Weinig (UK) Ltd, Malcolm
Cuthbertson hails from the same area as Tweedside Timber. He is
proud that a company from his home region has joined the ranks
of Cube owners.
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